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Abstract
This article considers Open Access (OA) training and the supports and structures in place in LIS programs and academic libraries in the United States from the perspective of a new librarian. OA programming is contextualized by the larger project of Scholarly Communication in academic libraries, and the two share a historical focus on journal literature and a continued emphasis on public access and the economics of scholarly publishing. Challenges in preparing academic librarians for involvement with OA efforts include the evolving and potentially divergent nature of the international OA movement and the inherent tensions of a role with both principled and pragmatic components that serves a particular university community as well as a larger movement.

Introduction
Here is the good news about being a freshly minted academic librarian engaged with Open Access (OA) in the United States: By some indicators, a sort of Golden Age of OA implementation is upon us, a crucial moment buoyed by the movement’s accomplishments as well as international debates over varieties of OA. The area is new enough that libraries’ approaches are not entrenched. Conversely, Scholarly Communication (SC) programs, which often host OA efforts in libraries, are established enough that librarians have experience with SC, library structures have begun to reflect its importance, and longstanding conferences and professional groups can offer orientation and instruction in the area. Three quarters of those Association of Research Libraries (ARL) member libraries responding to a 2007 survey reported engagement with scholarly communication education efforts; another 18% indicated that planning for such initiatives was underway.² There is likely both enthusiasm around the idea of access and enough confusion over what OA is and isn’t (i.e., not a single, unified model or the end of peer review) that new librarians will have something to sink their teeth into. With recent developments around the “Academic Spring,” the defeat of the Research Work Acts, the launch of the National Institutes of Health Public Access Policy, and several university mandates established around OA faculty publications and ETDs, students and faculty outside of the library are potentially aware of and interested in OA.

Other good news: recent Library/Information School (LIS)³ graduates may have encountered a curriculum that addressed issues and competencies related to OA, copyright and authors rights, Creative Commons, electronic records, institutional repositories, and even Digital Humanities, digital curation, data management, digital publishing, and E-science.⁴ They may have benefitted from the many IMLS-funded

initiatives to develop curricula in these areas, or have made contacts and learned new skills at related internships.

That is the good news.

The harder news is that many academic research libraries (like many LIS programs) are struggling to rationalize and redefine their place in the context of universities that are themselves confronted with shrinking support. Debates over how to make MLIS students into librarians have raged long, and reforms have been implemented in the form of required internships, graduate assistantships, practicums, or research projects, shifting core curricula, a proliferation of courses aimed at building digital competencies, or, from the library side, formal mentoring and orientation programs. It may be a librarian’s first year in the library—or even first several years—that solidifies both a specialization and a response to librarianship, with its customs, values, and systems.

While library school may have bestowed a sense of purpose and strategy, the library itself can both moderate and strengthen positions, introducing new librarians to structures and stakeholders not always detailed in the readings. As with any workplace, libraries function and evolve according to rules that are not immediately evident. New librarians, too, bring their own experiences and expectations to bear on their positions. In a process known as “organizational socialization,” a new employee “acquires the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavior he or she needs to participate effectively as a member of an organization.” This process of acquiring organizational knowledge and skills and navigating a new environment can be bewildering. Surveyed about their acclimation, new librarians in Canada frequently mentioned difficulties around “getting things done,” referencing “concerns such as when and how to take initiative, how to work around difficult supervisors, dealing with resistance to change, and getting people to listen to their ideas.”

This article considers OA training and the supports and structures in place in academic libraries from the perspective of a new librarian. What is OA’s place in the larger project of SC? What consensus, if any, joins academic libraries’ efforts in these areas, and what are the origins of this involvement? What roles might librarians play in OA? What skills might new librarians bring to this area, and what expectations are in place for those joining and managing these efforts? To this end, I consider the scope of OA and SC, briefly examine the multiple histories of academic libraries’ efforts and ambitions around OA and SC, and survey and make recommendations around the development of roles and competencies in OA for new and established librarians.

These inquiries will be met with complexity and considerable uncertainty. Certainly, OA has been championed on a larger scale by such organizations as ARL (in a recent editorial, ARL Executive Director Charles Lowry remarked: “Advocacy for OA is
expected from ARL...”9). However, “OA” itself is an evolving, multifaceted effort, and research libraries, functioning within the ecosystems of larger universities, have developed and staffed initiatives in SC that may define and prioritize OA differently. MLIS programs have likely done the same. Unfortunately, no data was forthcoming on whether and how LIS programs are introducing OA into their curricula or how systematically academic libraries have defined, incorporated, and embraced OA.10

What is Open Access?

In recent remarks to the 158th ARL Membership Meeting, Dieter Stein, convener of the Berlin 9 OA conference, observed: “Now, what is Open Access? And this is where the politics start already.”11

“Open Access” evokes multifaceted and, at times, disputed description. To many, it is a business model for scholarly publishing, with the particulars of Gold, Hybrid, and Green forms debated and dissected.12 On a larger scale, it is a question of national policy, international trends and declarations, funding mandates, and compliance. It is inextricable from digital scholarship, a movement that hinges on the potential to electronically deliver and preserve research. Some describe OA as “inevitable”13; others as “unsustainable.”14

OA can also form an ethics of access or publication, of obtainment or dissemination. It is “a kind of access, not a kind of business model, license, or content.”15 Because materials are freely available online, OA can dredge up fears of plagiarized, misattributed, or resold material or signal a commitment to making high quality research freely available to scholars and the general public worldwide, with an emphasis on developing countries.

OA incurs different emphases surrounding pricing and permissions, or “gratis” or “libre” forms. Separately defined by the seminal Budapest (2002)16, Bethesda (2003)17, and Berlin (2003)18 statements, OA’s common definition, Peter Suber argues, incurs both “free online access” and the granting of “user permission for all legitimate scholarly uses.”19 Suber’s definition, with its provisions for both pricing and permissions, is held to be on the “libre” spectrum of OA; while Stevan Harnad’s, with its focus on pricing rather than permissions, is inclined towards “gratis.” Harnad stresses the type of materials and availability, defining OA as “immediate, permanent, free online access to the full text of all refereed research journal articles.”20 A user guide developed with sponsorship from the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) presents the “Open Access Spectrum” to help users determine openness by considering “Reader Rights,” “Reuse Rights,” “Copyrights,” “Author Posting Rights,” “Automatic Posting,” and “Machine Readability” as defining components of OA.21

OA has diffused into institutions and across scholarship in uneven patches; in so doing, it has changed the makeup of stakeholders. Recent OA-related mandates and policies, encompassing works other than refereed journal articles, such as monographs, student works, and grey literature, have disrupted some of the more closely defined parameters of the early OA movement and have changed the focus that libraries initially advocated on serials pricing solutions. OA policies have also altered practices for those disciplines and researchers tied to federal funding. For faculty in universities with faculty-elected institutional OA mandates or guidelines, such policies have introduced new workflows and compliance measures. Graduate students have found themselves subject to OA publishing requirements for their theses and dissertations, which has sometimes sparked debates over impact, the ownership of student work, and the need for discipline- or genre-specific rules. OA options or requirements have incurred broader, international exposure to scholarship deposited in institutional or disciplinary repositories or other digital platforms. However, implementation has at times veered from voluntary or author/faculty-driven initiatives into the realm of potential coercion.

OA constitutes a global movement. But the development, implementation, and support of OA-friendly policies or mandates on campuses require localized, focused outreach and services. In educating and encouraging faculty and students to adopt OA approaches, librarians must integrate skills and functions related to SC and publishing, including marketing, rights clearance and authors rights outreach, and running and supporting software or platforms for distribution. Different models within academic libraries may employ a single librarian or small unit charged with campus outreach around OA, undertake a “mainstreaming” approach through liaisons, subject, and reference librarians, or employ a hybrid model. By their nature, these models require engagement beyond the library, with stakeholders throughout the university.

A Brief History of OA and SC

The history of OA efforts in libraries is entwined with SC. The OA movement in academic libraries has gained momentum recently through faculty-adopted mandates and policy changes such as the NIH requirement. In its broadest sense, SC encompasses all scholarly publishing and exchange and could thus be seen as central to the activity of research libraries since their inception. More recently, SC has emerged as a rapidly evolving specialization and dedicated librarian position, encompassing a range of programming. As one recent article noted: “Scholarly communication programs are nearly as diverse as the institutions that support them, and the individual components of these programs tend to be highly specific to the institution in question.”
Within libraries, OA initiatives might be identified with SC programs, particularly with the public face or outreach components of these programs. The editors of the Journal of Librarianship and Scholarly Communication address the overlap in their inaugural issue: “To the casual observer, ‘scholarly communication’ in many academic libraries would appear to be synonymous with ‘open access’. … for the past 30 years, academic libraries’ most visible engagement with scholarly communication has centered on transforming the economics of scholarly publishing.” A 2007 ARL SPEC Kit echoed this emphasis: “Ten years ago, SC education mostly focused on fair use and copyright restrictions. Now, open access, authors rights management, institutional repositories, and the economics of scholarly publishing are the topics of these education initiatives.”

The history of SC in libraries points to this focus on “transforming the economics of scholarly publishing,” for which OA has only relatively recently emerged as a particular or viable approach. ARL’s involvement with SC has been continually incited by economic concerns. As Mary Case, a former director of ARL’s Office of Scholarly Communication (OSC), writes, in 1988, ARL was prompted by the rising prices of serials to dedicate attention, in the form of a project, to what became known as the “serials crisis.” The project produced the compilation Report of the ARL Serial Prices Project, which included two “contractor reports.” Beyond confirming and documenting the crisis, the Report identified its causes and recommended solutions.

Ann Okerson, who would go on to serve as the first director of OSC, authored three recommendations that, Case claims, would continue to “[guide] the work of the OSC for almost 20 years.” The first of these focuses on immediate publicity around the serials crisis in ARL libraries, while the other two “involve major systemic modifications of the existing system of scholarly publishing.” They read, in part:

“RECOMMENDATION 2. ARL should strongly advocate the transfer of publication of research results from serials produced by commercial publishers to existing non-commercial channels. ARL should specifically encourage the creation of innovative non-profit alternatives to traditional commercial publishers.”

“RECOMMENDATION 3. ARL should strongly advocate that University administrations and granting agencies change their policies for judging promotion, tenure, and funding, so as to minimize current pressures for excessive publication. ARL should monitor the implementation of such changes and report the extent to which Universities and funding agencies participate.”

Prompted by the Report, ARL members voted “for a supplementary dues increase ‘to launch a multi-faceted program aimed at mobilizing the scholarly, scientific,
academic, and research libraries communities and appropriate governmental agencies to address this major issue.”35 Thus the OSC, originally known as the Office of Scientific and Academic Publishing, was formed but faced barriers, over the next decade of collaboration between ARL and the Association of American Universities, to consensus for action between or within these groups.

The serials—or pricing—crisis prompted academic libraries’ advocacy of non-commercial publishers. However, with the advent of widespread electronic publishing, the movement in libraries has grown to encompass new areas, including free online access. In 1989, Okerson had advocated: “In view of the public funding of the research reported, non-commercial channels might very well be designated as the first choice of publication for reporting of publicly funded research.”36 In 1998, ARL launched SPARC, in an effort to promote non-commercial publishing alternatives.37 The mission of SPARC has since shifted definitively towards “advancing the understanding and implementation of policies and practices that ensure Open Access (OA) to scholarly research outputs.”38

Permissions and rights issues have also come to the fore as an area of libraries’ focus within OA. As OA advocate Peter Suber claimed in an article aimed at librarians:

“The pricing crisis means that libraries must pay intolerable prices for journals. The permissions crisis means that, even when they pay, libraries are hamstrung by licensing terms and software locks that prevent them from using electronic journals in the same full and free way that they may now use print journals.”39

OA constitutes an embrace of open—rather than simply non-commercial—research publications. With the Budapest Declaration in 2002, OA came to focus primarily on the launch and growth of gold OA journals and green self-archiving in repositories; this focus is in keeping with ARL’s early emphasis on serials.40

OA initiatives by such organizations as SPARC, ARL, and the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) have emphasized the provision of outreach to and training of librarians as advocates of transforming SC, with OA as an element of that transformation. ACRL established its Scholarly Communication Task Force in 2000, co-sponsors the ACRL-ARL Institute on Scholarly Communication, and has been active in promoting outreach through conferences, listservs, websites, publications, and a Scholarly Communication Toolkit for use by librarians.41 The ACRL Roadshow on Scholarly Communication, hosted at libraries and library conferences, includes a module on OA and seeks “to empower participants to help accelerate the transformation of the scholarly communication system.”42 In 2012, ARL remains committed to “Advancing Scholarly Communication” as a strategic organizational goal.

Challenges in OA Training

Currently, and despite certain exceptions, efforts at training MLIS students in OA seem to have largely adhered to a “boutique” model appropriate to the relative scarcity of dedicated SC/OA positions in academic libraries. In this model, a prospective academic librarian gains training through optional coursework or specialization at the MLIS level. A student may come to an MLIS program with a strong subject background that will contextualize and shape an interest in SC, perhaps in the overlapping areas of Digital Humanities, E-science, or data curation. Or, having identified an interest in SC or become aware of OA within the context of cohort or faculty engagement, a student may undertake specialized research or pursue a rare internship or fellowship in the area.

Upon earning an MLIS and gaining a position in an academic library, a new librarian is expected to grow into and shape the position, which has itself been forged according to institutional needs and demand. As William Cross finds in his analysis of position descriptions: “Scholarly communication is a vital but inchoate discipline in academic librarianship today. Modern practice is poorly-defined within many institutions and idiosyncratic from institution to institution.” OA work in libraries encompasses a shifting structural, technical, legal, interpretive, ethical, and political framework. Accordingly, the contours of a new academic librarian’s work in OA will depend on the particular position in the library and the structure, mission, and budget of the institution. Any student graduating with an MLIS and without significant pre-professional work touching on the legal, publishing, subject-specific, and policy issues around OA will thus need to hone certain skills and sensibilities on the job and with the aid of continuing training and research.

The challenges in preparing librarians for OA work are manifold. One challenge revolves around how, as OA evolves, competencies for librarians shift accordingly. MLIS programs are thus confronted with the demand to educate students to meet a need that is difficult to identify and which libraries—and universities—are meeting in unpredictable ways. A second challenge relates to the potential for OA work to be mission- or values-driven.

The Shifting Competency Challenge

In a recent scenario exercise around libraries and SC, researchers developed four distinct scenarios for academic libraries’ engagement with SC, based on a literature review, and presented these scenarios to twenty ARL directors. The various scenarios identified needed skills related to data, repositories, and rights management, faculty outreach, subject-specific data curation, archival handling of digital materials, preservation, and digital publishing (including indexing, marketing, production, and editing). The need for any one of these skills, the exercise concedes, is contingent on which scenarios actually come to fruition.

A notable impediment to students’ and librarians’ determining and developing competencies for future roles related to OA is academic libraries’ collective uncertainty around what libraries’ roles are—or will be—in shaping SC generally and responding to OA in particular. Academic libraries are currently structured such that OA responsibilities may be distributed across subject specialists, reference librarians, and liaisons, concentrated in scholarly communication positions or units, and/or pertinent to specialists dedicated to digital projects, collection development, or electronic resources. Given the idiosyncrasies of academic libraries’ SC programs, the range of models for staffing these programs, and the unpredictably of the OA movement, is it possible or even desirable to define a set of competencies for librarians interested in this area? How can MLIS programs better serve this evolving area in academic libraries? What is the standard for educating a range of specialists, as well as providing a broad foundation across the profession when the OA movement lacks consensus around appropriate action and focus? Individual libraries’ approaches to OA may diverge from those advocated for at the institutional, federal, or international level and, indeed, those outlined by SPARC, ARL, or ACRL.

The “boutique” model of educating MLIS students in SC, wherein students self-identify and pursue specialties in the area, may suit many current SC initiatives in libraries, given the relative scarcity of dedicated jobs—particularly entry-level jobs—in this non-traditional area. But it is inadequate to training future librarians engaged in the more diffuse staffing of OA work. Given the MLIS program’s role in establishing a theoretical basis for information professionals, this is a natural place to begin, by producing graduates that are universally aware of SC and the OA movement, regardless of their specialty. While uncertainty around the direction of the OA movement and its potential effect on libraries complicates LIS programs’ role, it also provides the rationale for teaching MLIS students about OA’s core principles and enabling them to navigate the complex economic, legal, and political framework for OA in particular and SC more generally.

MLIS programs can lay this foundation and enhance it with graduate assistant positions, but on-the-job training within academic libraries and professional development must fill the gap between pedagogy and practice. As a baseline, every academic librarian should understand the principles behind OA and be comfortable performing the functions required to deposit work into an institutional repository. This includes an understanding of the role of institutional- or disciplinary-based repositories, the ability to apply the technical steps necessary to upload work to a repository, and the development of foundational legal knowledge that will enable interpretation of publishing agreements.

In addition to enabling librarians, as scholars and researchers, to make their own work openly accessibly, this knowledge has wider institutional and professional
benefits. It can help close the gap between librarians’ attitudes and behaviors around OA; enable and encourage OA outreach beyond the library; provide insight into repository resources that may inform information literacy; and spur conversations and debate within the library around the functionality of publishing platforms and the spectrum of OA. It may help curtail the potential for libraries to misstep in proposing or implementing OA policies. This foundational knowledge may also help provide for a balance of interpretations around Fair Use and other legal principles. Only with the overlapping efforts of MLIS programs, self-study, and formal continuing education within or outside of the library, in the form of workshops, webinars, and programming can this effort of shared understanding and ability be achieved. However, by incorporating these skills as cross-curricular learning objectives in MLIS programs, a strong start can be assured.

The data needed to thoroughly assess what is being taught in MLIS programs and which programs and courses incorporate the principles or tools of OA are not readily available. Students considering MLIS programs may not be attuned to the need to select programs based on these offerings and, even with that awareness, may not have the flexibility to choose.47

However, several of the more than fifty ALA-accredited MLIS programs have garnered attention for their innovative approaches to teaching about repositories and their dedication to legal education and digital libraries and systems. Additionally, IMLS grants have funded the development of curricula in areas related to OA, including E-science, digital curation, and Digital Humanities. DigCCurr, a multifaceted IMLS-funded project based at the University of North Carolina, has developed master’s- and doctoral-level curricula focused on digital curation, in addition to offering continuing professional training and holding symposia. In a presentation at the 2007 DigCCurr symposium on “Building Capabilities for Digital Curation Repositories,” researchers from Drexel University’s College of Information Science and Technology discussed their building of a simple, “student-friendly” repository; the pedagogical goal of the repository was to demonstrate core functionality and principles of repositories and digital library systems without burdening students with the complexity of a live system.48

Anecdotally, new academic librarians engaged with SC report having discovered and pursued the area of specialization without the benefit of a dedicated track or set of classes in their MLIS programs; rather, they cobbled together their training with the assistance of mentors, internships, select courses, and research. Those students enrolled in MLIS programs without strong digital or legal components benefit from the widespread availability of open educational resources related to OA. Fittingly, and in an example of aligned principle and practice, many OA-related symposia, conferences, toolkits, and authors make their materials freely available online. Students might also seek out internships, jobs, and volunteer opportunities that offer further exposure and training in OA.

Skills related to OA may be cross-disciplinary and thus, even when they are covered in MLIS programs, they may not be integrated into academic librarian “tracks” but spread out across the curriculum. One University of Michigan student reports having been introduced to data curation in a digital preservation class. A recent panel revealed a classic chicken-and-egg problem persistent in training for data curation, one that might extend to SC: As an emergent field, there are few professionals who might provide mentorship or insight into the employment landscape. As a result, students and educators alike have difficulty identifying potential jobs and developing skillsets that will align.49

ALA’s Core Competencies of Librarianship competencies include several items related to librarians’ work with OA. The Core Competencies, approved and adopted as official policy in 2009, set forth “the basic knowledge to be possessed by all persons graduating from an ALA-accredited master’s program in library and information studies.”50 Under the category of “Foundations of the Profession” are listed competencies relating to advocacy, the history of communication, libraries’ place in a democratic society, information trends of significance, and analysis of complex problems. Notably, they also include knowledge of “the legal framework within which libraries and information agencies operate,” including copyright and privacy laws, and “The ethics, values, and foundational principles of the library and information profession.”51

Despite the admonishment that graduates “should know and, where appropriate, be able to employ” competencies in the forty-one knowledge areas, distributed across eight areas, graduating students are not tested on these competencies; this knowledge is not enforceable or truly mandated.52 The potential impossibility of achieving the core competencies over the course of an MLIS--and the integral value of continued training--is acknowledged in the document itself, in the form of a competency mandating knowledge of “The necessity of continuing professional development of practitioners in libraries and other information agencies.”53

The cross-disciplinary training needed for work in SC also extends into the realm of legal education. With the emphasis on self-archiving and the accompanying demand to understand, interpret, and negotiate rights comes a need to provide outreach, education, and training in copyright, while maintaining a distinction between library outreach and the unauthorized provision of legal advice. For specialists, this training may, indeed, be obtained by earning a professional legal degree—but it need not. As Cross finds, SC position descriptions suggest “major trends across the positions,” with emphases on legal and digital responsibilities embedded in job titles but little consensus “on the issue of legal credentials”; fewer than a third of position descriptions that include degree requirements specify the Juris Doctoris (JD), while all require an ALA-accredited masters.54
As Cross and Edwards observe: “The practice of modern academic librarianship relies on a sophisticated, but often misunderstood, legal infrastructure.” Despite this reliance, legal instruction in library schools is unpredictable. In surveying the courses and requirements that ALA-accredited MLIS programs listed on their websites, they found that, while several offer multiple courses in legal education or even specialization, “None ... require a course specifically dedicated to legal education, and the limited classes that are offered are often based on law school pedagogy that is not tailored to their needs.” Even those programs more deliberately focused on legal education may fall short pedagogically, as “learning to ‘think like a lawyer’ is a gradual, cumulative process that occurs across many classes as students ‘soak up’ the patterns and rhythms of legal thought and argument in numerous core subjects.” As Cross and Edwards quip, this process cannot be absorbed in “One class on copyright taught by an adjunct professor from the law school ...”

Even those students graduating with stronger legal training will, in their work with OA, find themselves dependent on interpretation as they apply guidelines like Fair Use. While some MLIS programs stand out for their legal education offerings, MLIS programs as a whole must improve and broadly enforce training in the legal issues most essential to the practice of librarianship and information work generally. This foundational training can then be supplemented by more focused efforts for those professionals closely engaged with particular issues, such as privacy or copyright. Prominent ongoing copyright litigation—most recently, Authors Guild, Inc. et al. v. HathiTrust et al. and Cambridge University Press et al. v. Patton et al.—compels the need for continuing education to stay current on the evolving state of the law as new cases are decided. While Cross and Edwards survey and advocate for self-study and continuing legal education for librarians to ameliorate the perceived failures of MLIS-level legal training, this should follow—and supplement rather than replace—foundational training gained during the course of an MLIS and thus included in every librarian’s repertoire.

Formal and informal continuing professional development, including exposure to different models of OA and institutional SC, is a necessary element in training librarians in OA. Indeed, continuing development is integrally linked to the changing nature of the movement, necessary for new and seasoned librarians alike, and embedded in the many conferences, symposia, toolkits, and workshops dedicated to these issues. While LIS programs may instill a strong sense of the importance of access, assessing and developing these policies requires ongoing education in diverse, specialized areas. A variety of educational resources are readily available to libraries and librarians seeking continuing education. Academic libraries must support librarians’ need for continual professional development, with funding opportunities, flexible personnel leave policies, and by facilitating a culture that encourages these efforts.

As a whole, however, MLIS programs should improve and extend cross-curricular offerings in legal education, as well as in repository training and the basic principles of OA. New librarians might not be hired for dedicated SC positions, but they should be equipped to manage their own scholarship and publications. This will include the ability and confidence to interpret publication agreements, deposit grey literature into digital repositories, seek permissions, and apply legal principles such as Fair Use. This foundational knowledge will better enable librarians to advise others on these questions and will help bridge the gap between librarians’ own practices in making their research available OA.61

**The Values Question**

The second challenge in preparing librarians for OA work relates to this work’s potential to extend into the realm of advocacy. This advocacy may hinge on the beliefs and principles of practitioners rather than—or in addition to—their assessment and response to institutional needs or policies. While OA has the potential to fit neatly into the missions of both library schools and academic libraries, variations within the OA movement themselves belie distinct missions and approaches. Libraries and librarians must identify and carve out their response to schisms in the larger movement.

For academic faculty, students, and librarians alike, OA is both an ethical movement and a scholarly publishing phenomenon with financial implications. As Lewis writes: “Open access journals claim two advantages: the first is pragmatic and the second is principled.”62

It is telling that an understanding of the “ethics, values, and foundational principles” of librarianship headlines ALA’s Core Competencies, with advocacy and a sense of libraries’ place in democratic society following closely behind. Traditionally, MLIS programs have not shied away from a mission-driven approach. However, this approach—or, potentially, set of assumptions—can come into tension with curricula focused on user assessments or libraries that emphasize their function as service organizations.

Fundamentally, the mission-driven approach to LIS education aligns with the values-based premise of librarianship in the United States. Indeed, students and librarians are likely to have chosen the profession of librarianship—and to have been attracted to LIS programs—with a sense of these values in mind. MLIS students, too, may be predisposed to the core principles of OA and interested in supporting the movement. “Access,” in particular, has long commanded an ethical imperative in libraries, even as its meaning has shifted away from “freedom from censorship.” As Herbert S. White wrote in 1989, access to information is “The big ethical issue for librarians, in their professional literature and in their educational emphasis...”63

But this alignment is not always in the interest of full discourse. Indeed, in Boyd Keith Swigger’s critique, this compulsion of belief occupies a troubling perch at the core of the profession:

“American librarianship devotes itself to social causes and to values that are related to practice, to the extent that holding what are considered appropriate beliefs and adhering to an approved ideology have become confounded with professional skills and knowledge. A plethora of ALA policy documents detail what librarians should believe.”64

MLIS programs in their current incarnation educate usability experts, information analysts, archivists, digital librarians, conservators, public and school librarians, records managers, LIS faculty, academic librarians, and many other types of information professionals, categories that themselves encompass an enormous range of specialties. The diversity of the population’s career goals both complicates the prescription of values and meaning and compels the need to reference a common ground of mission and sensibility. As LIS educator Richard Cox writes: “Our task is not just to provide practical or vocational training; it is to push students to examine critical topics such as the ethics of information access and the public good of open access to information. iSchools, just as library schools, need a grand narrative that extends far beyond providing a ticket to a job.”65

Despite the potential alignment between librarians’ shared values around access and the OA’s movement overarching appeal to benefit the larger public good, librarians must critically recognize and evaluate the different models and approaches for implementing and funding OA. Library students and librarians alike must be critical of compulsory views and protective of academic freedom and dissent. As Lowell Martin argued in 1957: “Librarianship is an applied profession; judgment in meeting individual situations in particular circumstances is the heart of its practice.”66 Even as library and university policy-making around OA links to a multinational movement, it necessarily incurs local decisions.

Identifying personal and professional ethics and values around OA implementation, as well as cultivating an awareness of the legal framework that OA occupies, is a necessary early task for librarians engaged with this work, who will, it follows, advocate and educate more effectively, with a fuller awareness of the potential tradeoffs incurred by stakeholders such as university faculty. Paul Royster, the coordinator of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s institutional repository, recently voiced dissent with SPARC’s stance on OA, which, as he describes it, dictates that “providing unlimited free access to materials is not enough to constitute ‘open access’: one must also supply unrestricted rights to re-use the materials.”67 Royster writes that he “could not in good conscience recommend to … faculty depositors that they apply a Creative Commons license” that would ensure that their work
complied with SPARC’s definition of OA. His declaration called attention to tensions between the overarching goals of OA, in the “libre” form, the needs and concerns of UNL faculty contributing their work to the IR, and legal agreements worked out with publishers. These tensions manifested within his role as an advocate for access and for his university’s faculty.

White provides a useful framework for teaching professional ethics in MLIS programs. He identifies the potential for librarians to “seek not only to define but also to claim ethics as something they possess and others fail to honor.” While MLIS programs reinforce shared professional values around access, instructors must also instill in students the capacity to question and analyze. White argues: “The role of library education is not to provide answers... but rather to make students aware of the complexity of problems and options,” including the potential for conflict between professional and personal ethics. Given the evolving policy landscape of OA efforts, librarians will be well advised to have a firm intellectual and ethical foundation for their arguments around OA, as well as a sense of where these arguments falter.

**Conclusion**

Academic librarians are well positioned to advocate for OA policies and to consider developing local collections that could be published OA. Through their placement within colleges and universities, librarians can influence local, institutional debate, behavior, and reward, as well as federal and international policies. Credentialed by MLIS programs tied to the American Library Association, librarians are expected to embody principles around access, preservation, and the public interest; additionally, and significantly, they wield control over budgetary decisions around scholarly publishing.

Over the past century, reform efforts around graduate library education have pointed to the need for programs to present core theoretical tenets of information, introduce an ethical foundation in the profession, and require practical experience or significant research. Even so, popular wisdom accedes that librarians do not spring fully formed from graduate programs but rather must spend their first years assimilating to the particular environment of libraries and developing professional identities around their librarianship.

MLIS programs are a natural source for outreach and education around the core tenets of OA. These programs can present generalizable, context-neutral approaches to OA, with instruction aimed at introducing competency with interpreting publishing agreements and rights management, offering exposure to repository platforms, applying laws and legal principles, and presenting rationale for OA. While students who initiate and cobble together programs of study with SC as a focus may

locate resources through research and self-teaching, the active, cross-curricular introduction of the area of SC will ensure that academic librarians as a whole are more familiar with the components of this emerging specialization and prepared to both support and lead innovations in the area.

It is easy to fall into the pattern of arguing that LIS education should be deeper and broader, as well as more focused, interdisciplinary, theoretical, practical, thoughtful, philosophical, values-driven, technical, traditional, and innovative. These critiques rest comfortably on the saturation of the market for librarians. But libraries, too, have a role to play in ensuring the continuing professional development of librarians, tailored to local programming in OA and SC, as well as providing leadership and direction in the evolving area of scholarly communication.
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